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Anything worthwhile that is done, is
done together and SBL’s Summer
Program is no different. This year we
decided as an organization, that if
we had to be virtual again, we were
going to make it the best virtual
Summer Program we can. We
communicated that to our teachers,
our SBL Mentors and all our
community partners. Everybody was
immediately on board.

This year at SBL’s Summer Program we could
not ignore the reality of what was happening in
the world. The global pandemic, a locked down
city, continued movements for racial justice, we
really took to heart our theme for this summer,
which was: Social Justice and Protest in
Unprecedented Times. It was really galvanizing
to see how everyone, our Teaching Team, SBL
Staff, Board and SBL Mentors collectively rallied
behind this Summer Program theme. This meant
we had very generative and critical
conversations and students really took risks
together and made sense together of the
eventful world in which we all live.

As SBL Mentees began to pop up on the virtual
screen, we knew we had to make it so engaging
that the youth wanted to turn their cameras on
and participate in our Summer Program to the
fullest of their capacities.

Acknowledgement
As we welcome the SBL Mentees, SBL Mentors
and the rest of the team, we made it clear that
there were so many ways to engage and
participate that were open to students. Over the
first couple of weeks, it was great to see SBL
Mentees get more and more comfortable and the
SBL Mentors begin to spread their facilitating
wings, we want to first thank our incredible SBL
Mentors who walked this journey with us and
contributed to making it what it was!
 
All of our teachers come from the Toronto
District School Board (TDSB) who has been a
long time SBL partner. The TDSB ensures that we
have qualified, critical and engaging educators
and support us with the logistics around
delivering high school students’ their first
secondary credit! We worked very closely with
the Continuing Education department at TDSB as
well as Focus On Youth who ensure that we are
able to pay our incredible SBL Mentors. In total
we ensured that 55 students got their first
highschool credit!
 
As you read through the long list of successes of
the Summer Program, we would like to thank our
partners with whom none of this would be
possible, it really does take a village to make this
happen. To that end, we are grateful to the City
of Toronto, Government of Canada, Government
of Ontario, Laidlaw Foundation, Ontario Trillium
Foundation, United Way and YUFA-CP who have
been truly supportive partners through this global
pandemic in the ways that have allowed flexibility
in how we meet the needs of our young people
and our community more broadly! We couldn’t
have done this without you!
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Our partnership with the Toronto District School Board
has been paramount to the success of our Summer
Program. We would like to recognize the support from
TDSB’s Continuing Education Department for their
dedication to the students we support each summer.
This support comes in many forms: the hiring of
wonderful teachers that reflect the young people we
serve; the successful delivery of credits to Grade 8
students entering high school with the right supports
surrounded by caring adults; 25 Focus On Youth
students hired each summer working closely with the
program participants in a mentorship role; Co-Op credits
provided to Focus On Youth students each summer
while employed; and a committed administration team
supporting our program along the way and helping to
ensure our youth are successful.

Our registration process involves many stakeholders that
include the local feeder middle schools. Oakdale Park
Middle School and Brookview Middle School have
helped us in identifying the youth who, in their eyes,
cannot miss out on a summer with SBL. The leadership at
Westview Centennial Secondary School has been
phenomenal in meeting the needs of our young people,
for example, providing access to technology where
some have had challenges; and providing support to our
teachers. This partnership is not unique to the summer
but continues throughout the school year within our
Youth Space located at Westview C.S.S. We are looking
forward to this partnership growing as we move past this
pandemic together.

PartnershipPartnership
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Every week the SBL virtual Summer Program focuses
on a theme. We welcomed a passionate motivational
speaker and advocate Cristal Hines to the program to
introduce each week’s theme. She always gave great
motivational prep talks to all mentees every Monday
which helped set the tone and uplift the energy
throughout the program. Cristal shared personal stories,
knowledge and gave everyone a chance to reflect. She
helped the mentees see themselves in a different light
while fueling their minds with new potential endeavours.  

Cristal Hines (weekly guest speaker)(weekly guest speaker)

Morning Classes
Social Justice in Unprecedented Times

Social Justice in Unprecedented Times

Every year, we look at ways to keep classes
relevant, lively and engaging. There’s no
better way to do so, then by bringing the
current realities of what’s happening both
locally and globally and examining them
through the lens of our community. 

Much of this is made possible through collaborative lesson
design and planning between our teachers, Mentors, and
SBL Staff. It’s this collaborative community focused
approach that has helped us achieve a graduation rate of
100%. Yet, this summer is only the beginning we have
much more planned for the school year ahead! 
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Extra-curricular activities are essential for all youth
during these times. They promotes fitness and
social engagement amongst peers. So, after
working hard in the virtual classroom our young
people had the opportunity to engage in arts and
recreation based activities. During the six-week
virtual Summer Program mentees took part in
mentor activities, boys’ group, girls’ group, dance,
fitness, drama, and yoga.

Each activity benefitted the mentees in distinctive
ways. During boy’s and girl’s groups mentees had a
chance to discuss topics such as high school
expectations, healthy relationships, goal setting,
sports, and social media. For dance and fitness,
mentees had a chance to get up and move around.
The boys participated in a weekly fitness challenge
while the girls explored 3 different types of dances
such as hip-hop, salsa and dance fitness.     

Afternoon Activities
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Movie Days!Movie Days!
The pandemic has made it difficult for everyone to enjoy the
simplest things like catch a movie with friends but SBL
wanted to ensure we provide as many opportunities for
teens to engagement in activities they enjoy. While
watching the movie, mentees have a chance to win a gift
card by answering a question dropped at a random time
during the movie. The first handful of students to respond
via a direct message on one of SBL’s social media
platforms wins a gift card of their choice, what a great twist!

Grab your popcorn and
get ready for SBL’s
Cinema Day every Friday
in the comfort of your
own home! After a long
week of online schooling
and activities the best
way to start of your
weekend should be with 
a newly released movie. 

SBL understands it
has been over a year

now since youth have
had to continue their

studies online, but as
a team we always

strive to ensure 
their experience is

memorable. 
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Student Profile:Student Profile:
  Asma MayeAsma Maye  

Success Beyond Limits does everything they possibly can
to help all mentees have a smooth transition from middle
school to high school. Mentee Asma Maye said, “Overall
SBL helped me prepare for high school by giving me my
first high school credit and that was a big
accomplishment for me. They helped me by giving me
tips when it comes to high school. Advice in my opinion
goes a long way and I will definitely use the advice I got
from SBL towards my high school years.” 

Through observation and reflection SBL was able to
analyze key elements needed to help students stay
focused while learning online. With a mix of ice breakers
and breakout rooms it helped mentees get to know one
another, which in turn cultivated a familiar environment.
Mentors were present every step of the way to aid in
homework help or encourage conversations.

“Having mentors in a virtual classroom was great. I truly
loved it because it wasn’t only work all the time, they
helped us with work and taught us about different things.
They talked to us about their high school experience. It
was nice to hear about that because those lessons get me
ready for high school. I feel like if school was to be virtual,
they should include mentors that’s how much I loved them.”
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AttendanceAttendance
MetricsMetrics
Average daily attendance = 98%

#of students
registered
on July 5th = 55
#of students
registered at
peak of the
program

= 55
#of students
registered
at the end
of program 

= 55
# of students
that got 
the credit

= 55
88



It’s now year two of virtual
programming and as a team
we were able to reflect on
what worked and what
needed to improve. This
year’s SBL mentor training’s
main focus was on how to get
the youth interested enough
to establish a high level of
engagement for all involved. 

Mentor
Training

As a team, our mentors brainstormed
several inimitable games which would
promote online participation. Our next
step as a team was to ensure all
mentors had the skill sets to facilitate
each activity with a high level of
enthusiasm. Our mentors also explored
different strategies which would help
them build meaningful mentor-mentee
relationships which would through the
mentees high school journey. 
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– Kavenie Balbad

Success Beyond Limits has had such
an impact on my life and I’m forever
grateful for it.  I’ve been a mentor for
almost 2 years now and I’m proud of
my growth and happy that I could be
part of giving back to my community,
especially the youth.

SBL has been the best opportunity I had
in high school. I encourage all of the
younger generations to participate in
the program as they have taught me
self-growth, independence, to always
fulfil my dreams and never give up
because success will come! 

- Isatu Barrie

SBL has taught me to use
minor setbacks to overcome

obstacles in my future. 
 

– Shaquan Salmon 
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Support StaffSupport Staff
Profile: Haji SheeProfile: Haji Shee
Haji Shee who gone through SBL’s
Graduation Model by being a mentee in the
SBL Program in 2014, a volunteer in 2015 -
2016 and a SBL Mentor in 2018. In 2020,
Haji was hired as support staff in the
program and has continued to work with us
this most recent summer. Haji has said that
his goal as a support staff was to provide
leadership, guidance, and support to
mentors and mentees alike and to ensure
that everyone enjoyed their time at the SBL
Summer Program. 

As support staff, one of Haji’s greatest
strengths is knowing when and how to make
others laugh and especially with our
programming being virtual this year this was
very much welcomed, helping him built
strong relationships with the SBL Mentees
and Mentors! Furthermore, Haji used his past
experience as a Mentor to provide guidance
to current SBL Mentors on how to be the
best Mentor that they can be.

“To me SBL means somewhere
you can go and enjoy your time.
SBL provides kids with new
opportunities and often give
students their first job. SBL is a
family who you can always talk to,
who cares about the community, a
support system, place to have fun,
place to meet new people and so
much more. SBL is a place to build
connections and have friends for a
lifetime. SBL to me is a place that I
can always go to no matter what.”

We loved having Haji as part of our virtual
Summer Program this year and wish him all
the best as he continues his studies at York
University pursuing Business and Society. 

SBL’s support staff play a vital and crucial role in all our programming. Support
staff help us in all aspects of the program in different capacities whether it’s
through leadership and guidance to our mentors or working behind the scenes
with staff and teachers to ensure everything runs smoothly. 
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Our summer is filled with moments that we do not want to forget.
Jane-Finch Resident, Steven Nguyen, understands this whole
heartedly and has been working tirelessly each week to
document SBL’s Summer Program by capturing these moments
on video. Did we mention this all happens virtually? Imagine being
a videographer and successfully capturing the experiences of
young people through video over an online platform like ZOOM. 

This is a challenge! One that Steven overcame with mentorship by
our alumni Sariena Luy. These videos are aimed at keeping the
wider community and readers like you informed, engaged and
involved in our Summer Program. Steven has created recap
videos that highlight all six weeks of our programming. 

Steven has accepted this challenging opportunity and embraced
it with open arms. He has also received mentorship from our
former videographer Sariena Luy who worked closely with Steven
and familiarised him with the inner workings of SBL. He has also
been a witness to the amazing work happening during a difficult
summer for our community, Steven writes:

 “Thank you to SBL for this role and exposure to
be part of an amazing program online.” 

Check out his videos at www.youtube.com/successbeyondlimits
Don't forget to like & subscribe to our channel!

Videographer:Videographer:
Steven NguyenSteven Nguyen
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What’s your overall experience been like
teaching in the SBL Summer Program?

In a word? Impactful. I came in not knowing what to
expect and was pleasantly surprised to find myself
part of a team that puts students and youth and the
centre, instilling a growth mindset and helping these
young ones to actualize their true potential. As
someone who was raised in Jane and Finch, and who
has taught in this community, I have a special place
in my heart for the SBL initiative. The returning
mentors are evidence of the program’s long term
impact on our youth.

How has the pandemic impacted the way
you approach teaching?

The pandemic has returned us to our grassroots, so
to speak. As stressful and unpredictable as things
have seemed as times, most of us have been
reminded why we came into teaching in the first
place: to nurture and support students and families.
The pandemic has forced us to refocus, to be
innovative, to reconnect, to support, and most
importantly, to recognize our own need for support.

Teacher Profile:Teacher Profile:
Sam TecleSam Tecle

“SBL has again delivered an
engaging, academic,

holistic learning experience
for youth headed to Grade
9 despite the challenge of

pivoting to a virtual
platform this summer. The

students truly enjoyed their
summer learning with SBL!” 

- Nastassia Suban
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Summer 2021 was another virtual one for SBL's Summer
Program. As a teacher in the program, I appreciated the
amount of support I received as an educator but also the
amount of focus SBL's Staff and Summer Program generally
placed on student achievement and comfortability. While we
were online, it really felt like a Summer Program that held
high expectations but with a thorough feeling of community.
It pushed me to keep trying to innovate my lessons and
pedagogy to try to keep fresh and relevant. Thanks to the
SBL Staff and the wonderful students for another summer of
achievement, success and collaboration! 

What lessons have you 
learned teaching virtually?

I’ve learned to redefine “engagement” from a
student perspective. Virtual learning has impacted
students, and especially our adolescents, at a very
sensitive time in their lives. If they’re engaged in the
chat, direct message through learning platform then
we meet them where they are. Parent engagement
has increased because there is flexibility to take a
break and log in to a meeting rather than miss a
whole day from work.

What do you have planned 
for the upcoming school year?

Continue to support colleagues and schools as they
do their best to support student and family well-
being. We are all in this together. Looking forward to
future collaborative opportunities with SBL!
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Parent Night
Building strong relationships with parents is
key to supporting the young people that we
work with especially for those youth that are
entering high school for the first time, which is
why it was no exception that we had a virtual
Parent Night! Parent Night is a great way for
SBL staff, mentors, and teachers to connect
with parents about their child’s progress in the
Summer Program. 

Parents had the opportunity to better
understand community perspectives, what
parent engagement looks like, and to learn
more about the academic and social supports
that SBL provides during the school day and
during the After-School Program at Westview! 

At the end, many parents had expressed
gratitude for being part of the Virtual Parent
Night and wanted to stay connected with SBL
beyond the Summer Program.

 
“They (Nyjon B. and Bilal Y.) benefited from the SBL

program because they got to meet different people &
connect with positive role models. Now they know

who they can ask for help should they ever need it. I
feel like they have a different view of what being a

freshman in high school would be. They have a head
start which will make this journey easier for them.”

 
– Warda A. (Parent/Guardian of Nyjon B. and Bilal Y.)
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“Kamal had a great experience at SBL. He is happy that
he got his first high school credit and he is looking to
continuing with the SBL program.” 

– Sandra H. (Parent of Kamal P.) 

“I feel like the SBL Summer Program has benefited Trishna
so much because she gets to spend time with amazing
people, listen to their stories, take their advice which will all
benefit her in the future. Plus, she gets her first high school
credit and the gift cards are a real help to our family.” 

– Shirley R. (Parent of Trishna R.)

As our Summer Program concludes we wanted to celebrate our mentees,
mentors, support staff and everyone that made our virtual summer program
possible! We also invited parents and guests who are pivotal to the growth and
success of the program. Our celebration featured different poetry pieces
written and performed by our mentees. 

Although our celebration was virtual this year, the love and cheers were felt by
everyone. We celebrated the success of 55 grade 8 mentees from Brookview
M.S. and Oakdale M.S who earned their first high school credit and also
congratulated a few of our mentors who have been with us since they were in
Grade 8 and are now ready to embark into post-secondary. Our closing
celebration was definitely a memorable one!
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EvaluationEvaluation
Following SBL's Summer Program ...

82% of students felt confident that
they would do well in high school

93% of students believed they would
graduate from high school

Classroom Experience

100% of students reported their overall SBL
classroom experience was positive

86% of students were interested in what
they were learning in the SBL classroom
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89% of students stated that they would
want to attend post-secondary



Support & Building Relationships

89% of students stated that they built a good
relationship with staff, including
mentors, teachers and core staff

93% of parents said they would
recommend the program for
other children or students.

Capacity Building & Employment

100% of mentors believe they have built
valuable skills during the program to
help them obtain future employment

95% of mentors felt confident about being
able to provide social support for
youth in their community
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Board of Directors
As Success Beyond Limits endeavours
to fulfill its mandate to support youth
living in north-west Toronto along their
learning journey, the pandemic once
again impacted our ability to do so in a
way that ensured that our youth
achieved the best learning outcomes.

While we remained cognizant of the lasting (and
for many, negative) impacts of remote learning
for youth in racialized communities like Jane &
Finch and especially for those youth struggling
with learning differences, public health
considerations and the timing of decisions
emerged as critical factors. The on-going
pandemic combined with the late
announcement by the provincial government of
less restrictive operational requirements, left
SBL with no option but to utilize the school
board’s existing remote learning platform to
engage the 50+ middle school learners who
had been identified for its annual Summer
Program. 

These circumstances meant that SBL was again
challenged to harness the creative energies,
both of its own personnel as well as that of its
supporters and funders to ensure that the
academic and social needs of local Grade 8
learners were addressed. Of significance, is
that SBL’s summer remote learning and delivery
model differed in key ways from that of other
providers. 

It was able to utilise the talents of skilled
remote instructors and to harness their
adeptness of tapping into the interests of youth,
using that as the jumping off point to engage
them. 

As we approach the much-anticipated return to
in-person learning and hopefully, a return to
normality for our youth and families, we are
pleased to report that those participating saw a
significant improvement in their academic skills.
Once again, SBL’s staff in collaboration with the
TDSB’s teachers, ensured that 100% of learners
who participated, achieved the summer credit
which will be carried forward and applied to
their high school graduation requirements. The
learning activities included fitness breaks which
promoted physical and mental health, while
offering many opportunities for learners to
discover and explore their hidden talents. 

As a Board and service provider, SBL continues
to pursue ways to address the disparities which
the pandemic exposed and to join with other
like-minded organizations to advocate for
systemic changes within the educational
system and in the society at large. We continue
to focus our efforts on eliminating destructive
elements - like anti-black racism - which persist
in and outside the classroom and we will
continue to provide safe and supportive spaces
within the school for youth to unpack their own
experiences against the backdrop of their own
school, local community and social media
platforms. We remain committed to advancing
this work realizing the critical impacts on
students’ academic and career success.
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Finally, SBL continues to be a provider of
meaningful employment for youth in the Jane &
Finch community, at a time when part-time
employment is extremely tenuous. We know
the difference this employment opportunity
makes for their families and we are thankful to
be able to contribute to our community in such
a tangible way. As we look forward with
anticipation to the new school year, we’re
committed to not only maintaining but
deepening our work in north-west Toronto. 

We plan to do so by expanding our resource
base and we anticipate reaching out to our
long-standing friends and supporters to make
this possible. 

We’re very appreciative of the dedication of our
staff and wish to recognize the financial support
of new and established donors and funding
organizations. Without them, the efforts and
successful outcomes demonstrated this past
school year and summer, would not have been
possible. The support of families also has to be
mentioned and was evidenced by the 100+
participants in the Summer Program’s closing
activity which took place at the end of the
program via Zoom. 

Thank you to our
funders & partners!

Laidlaw Foundation

YUFA-CP

United Way

TDSB

City of Toronto

Ontario Trillium Foundation

Government of Ontario

HRSDC

2020



Funders &
Partners
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@SUCCESSBL

@SUCCESSBLJF

/SUCCESSBEYONDLIMITS
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